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About us
OGT Lighting is a one stop shop brand of Oculus General Trading L.L.C. that designs,
develops, supplies and manufactures its products in China under the brand OGT
Lighting. LED lighting is a cost-saving alternative to the old conventional
incandescent and CFL light bulbs. Decrease in energy consumption reduces the
demand from power plants and decreases greenhouse gas emissions. 

OGT Lighting supplies LED lights which are approximately up to 80% more efficient
than traditional lighting such as fluorescent and incandescent lights; 95% of the
energy in LEDs is converted into light and only 5% is lost as heat. We provide export
services to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman and the rest of the Middle
East.

OGT Lighting offers LED decorative lighting products for indoor and outdoor use that
caters to commercial, residential, industrial, hospitality and retail sectors. Our range
consists of spot lights, track lights, down lights, linear lighting, street lights, facade
lighting, decorative lighting, pendant lights, bespoke lighting etc.

We are agents/suppliers for a following products.

Rigart Light - Belgium.
Rigart Light started its journey in Antwerp of Belgium and has since gained its fame
in lighting design community thanks to its artistic nature. At Rigart, every lighting
device is a piece of artwork. Thus, our designers are highly respected for their
innovative ideas.

Since 2011, Rigart Light has been designing and manufacturing commercial and
decorative lights for architects, designers, contractors, and distributors. Rigart
products range from ceiling spotlights, downlights, track lights, linear lights to
pendant lights, wall lights and chandeliers. Rigart Light also provides designing
services while Dialux reports to help more customers on their projects. The
applications include the hospitality industry, residential areas, showrooms,
museums, supermalls, offices, and retail stores.

To ensure performance, Rigart Light also cooperates with famous brands on supply
chain, including Philips, Osram, CREE, CITIZEN, Tridonic, Self, HEP, etc. Most fixtures are
produced by CNC machines for better product finish. For different solutions, Rigart
Light provides various function options: switchable ON/OFF, Triac dimming, 0/1-10V
dimming or DALI dimming.
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With a team of 170 staff, Rigart Light is equipped with its own showrooms,
laboratory, testing equipment, CNC machines and production lines. From raw
material to packaging, we offer the best choices to our valued customers.

Lastly, Rigart Light sincerely invites you to join us as partners on the healthy, eco-
friendly and energy-saving LED lighting business.

Sundopt LED Lighting Co.,Ltd.
The LED technology is bringing new orientation and even redefinition to lighting
industry. Since established in 2008, Sundopt has been adhering to the new
technical trend and vision of “Better Lighting Marks Better Life”.

We are dedicated to providing high-end lighting solutions to office, education
and commercial applications. Rooted in the mission of “Making Better Lighting”,
our products combine the state-of-art optic solution with a modern aesthetic
design concept. The main product range are Linear light, Downlights, Panel lights

Together with Sundopt, we believe we will establish a win-win relationship and
create a better light environmental experience for offices, retails, education,
healthcare and retail premises.

MaxxTec Light
MaxxTec Light started its journey in Hong Kong with its Belgium partner Rigart Light.
and has since gained its fame in lighting design community thanks to its strong
ability to support lighting projects. 

Since 2015, MaxxTec has been designing and manufacturing all kinds of lighting
fixtures for architects, designers, contractors, and distributors. Product range covers
ceiling spotlights, downlights, track lights, linear lights to pendant lights, wall lights
and chandeliers. We provide budget proposal and Dialux simulation reports for
partners if needed.  

MaxxTec Light cooperates with famous brands on supply chain, including Philips,
Osram, CREE, CITIZEN, Tridonic, Boke, HEP, etc. We provide various functional
solutions options: switchable ON/OFF, Triac dimming, 0/1-10V dimming or DALI
dimming, and customize services.  

With a team of 170 staff, MaxxTec Light is equipped with its own showrooms,
laboratory, testing equipment, CNC machines and production lines. From raw
material to packaging, we offer the best choices to our valued customers. 
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OUR MAIN CLIENTS

Al Tayer Group (UAE)
Landmark Group (UAE)
Mamas & Papas (KSA, Kuwait & UAE)
Nando’s Restaurant (KSA) 
GAP (Kuwait, Qatar & UAE),
Whistles (KSA & UAE)
Zippy (UAE)
Max’s Restaurants (UAE)
Diptyque (UAE)
Aveda (KSA, UAE & Kuwait),
Watches Corner (UAE)
More Café Restaurant (UAE)
Areej (Qatar & UAE)
Mumuso General Trading LLC (UAE)
Priceless (UAE)
Café Nero (UAE, KSA & Qatar)
Miniso General Trading LLC (UAE)
Kiehl’s (UAE, KSA, Oman & Kuwait),
Zafran Restaurant (KSA, Qatar, Kuwait & UAE)
Bloomingdales (UAE)
Atrium Café (UAE)
Fusion Interiors (UAE)
Coach (UAE)
95 Deg. Cafe. (UAE)
Cherwell Interior Decoration (UAE)
Hardco Building Contracting LLC (UAE) 
Private Villa @ The Palm Jumeirah
Byredo (UAE, KSA & Kuwait)
Chaps & Co. (UAE)
Aatti Contracts (UAE)
Sign Works (UAE)
GAP (MOE, Dubai Hills Mall)
Magnolia Springs (Springs, Nakheel Mall)
MCM 360 Mall (Kuwait)
ABRA VM & SD International (UAE)
Shaheed Park III (Kuwait)
Arabella Hotel (Kuwait)
Sports Center (Kuwait)

     and many more.
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OUR PROJECTS IN HAND

Boucheron (UAE & KSA)
Kalba University (UAE - Sharjah Govt.)
Sharjah National Park (UAE - Sharjah Govt.)
MEW Govt of Kuwait 
Football Stadium (Kuwait)
Agility Warehouses (Kuwait)
Sabah Ahmad City (Kuwait)
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LIGHT SOURCE
We use light sources of leading companies such
as CREE, PHILLIPS & SAMSUNG that manufacture
good quality LEDs with a high intensity of
brightness. They are leaders in the solid-state
lighting industry in the brightness and efficiency
of LEDs offering a high CRI value for realistic
color representation, a broad spectrum of
accurately defined CCT with reliable
homogeneity for long term use.

DRIVERS
Our LED lighting range is powered either by
TRIDONIC, MEANWELL, PHILLIPS or EAGLE RISE LED
DRIVERS that have a wide range of switchable
and dimmable drivers that are energy efficient,
high quality and long lasting. Using good quality
dimmable drivers allows the end user to control
the ambiance of the room according to their
satisfaction.
 
CUSTOMIZATION
OGT Lighting can design and manufacture eco-
friendly bespoke LED lighting, pendant lights,
chandelier's, etc. as per the Clients'
requirements. 

WARRANTY
All products are certified for CE, CCC, RoHS
under the standards of VDE, GS and UL and
come with a warranty of 3, 5 & 10 years that vary
according to the product range and Clients'
requirements.

DELIVERY
Our standard range of lighting is available ex-
stock in UAE. Bespoke lighting can be
manufactured in 3-5 weeks.
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